When you look at this mighty piece of grass machinery it is difficult to grasp that it is controlled with finger-tip ease from the driver's seat. In the Ransomes Hydraulic 5/7 all the gang mowing operations are handled by hydraulics. Reliably - Ransomes' long experience at building hydraulics into combine harvesters and forklift trucks makes sure of that. With hydraulic power at every cutting cylinder the 5/7 is a real weather-beater - no uncompleted grass-cutting schedules with this machine on your payroll! With a cutting performance of 7.4 acres an hour (at 5 m.p.h.) it earns more than its keep. Naturally, before making an investment of this importance you will want to appraise the 5/7 very carefully. Your distributor will be pleased to give you the opportunity.

Check these features

Supplied in five-unit form (cutting width 11') or seven-unit (cutting width 15').

The tractor's hydraulic power allows 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 or 1 units to be used separately or collectively.

4-knife impact-resistant cutting cylinders with hydraulically controlled forward, reverse and neutral drive.

Designed for easy mounting to the Ford 3000 and Massey Ferguson 135 range of tractors.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich.

15' Hydraulic Power 5/7